Smart Fleet Maintenance Summit
16th & 17th November 2021, London
Virtual Event: Watch Live + Content Available On-Demand for 12 weeks
metisconferences.com/SFM360
Implementing Efficiency Programs To Optimise Maintenance Regimes,
Improving Reliability & Reducing Cost In Rail Operations
Designed to help Heads of Fleet Engineering, Rolling Stock Maintenance, Planning & Supply
Chain Managers implement Digital Transformation to Optimise their Maintenance Regimes by
Introducing Innovation, Improving the Use of Data and Information to Support Decision Making
and Deliver Improvements in Maintenance Standards to Deliver better Value from Maintenance
Activities across multiple Rolling Stock assets.
This global conference will bring together key management and technical experts from train operating
companies, manufacturers, and sub-systems suppliers, highlighting experiences from UK, Europe & Asia Pacific
on how rail operators are implementing strategies to make their maintenance organization more efficient to
drive down cost in a revised operating environment for the industry.
You will gain first-hand insights about the way forward, including practical examples on how to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improving The Circular Economy in Rolling Stock Maintenance, Implementing Sustainable Solutions to
Reduce Rolling Stock Life Cycle Cost
Smart Maintenance Strategies: Implementing Technology that Fundamentally Works Well in a Rail
Operating Environment and Embedding that into Your Organisation
Benchmarking Successful Applications of Business and Engineering Process Change in Maintenance
Regimes and Depots to Extend Maintenance Intervals and Increase Availability of Fleet
Implementing Strategies to Extend the Life of Components and Materials to Keep Maintenance Cost
Low and Increase Availability of Rolling Stock
Data Management: Accessing Raw Data, Improving Quality of Data, Linking Various Data Sources to
Have a Better Understanding of The Real State of an Asset
Practical Real-World Execution of Prescriptive Maintenance on High Value Assets: Overcoming the
Obstacles and Pain Points to Fully Realize the Predictive Maintenance Approach

DELEGATE BOOKING FORM
Ticket Type
General Price
16th & 17th November 2021
TOCs Special Price*
16th & 17th November 2021
*Available to Train Operating Companies
What does the ticket include?

Cost per Ticket
£499
£199

Quantity

Online live attendance + content available on-demand for 12 weeks via
virtual platform.
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Booking Terms & Conditions
Fees and Payment Terms
Discounts will be applied on the price at the time of registration and will be reflected in the amount invoiced. If you have requested an invoice, payment of the
fees must be in accordance with the invoice terms and must be received in full by Metis Conferences no later than 48 hours before the Event. If payment of your fees
is not received before the Event, Metis Conferences may (at its sole discretion) require such payment as a condition of your access to the Event (whether physical or
virtual). Prices for each Event are correct at the time of publication. Metis Conferences reserves the right to change the prices at any time, but changes will not affect
registrations which have already been confirmed. All discounts can only be applied at the time of registration and they cannot be combined.

Cancellation by You
You will receive a refund of your fees paid to Metis Conferences (if any) if you cancel your registration within 14 days of booking and up to 14 days before the Event.
The full amount of your fee will remain payable if your cancellation is 14 days or less before the Event or if you fail to attend the Event. You acknowledge that the
refund of your fees in accordance with this condition is your sole remedy in respect of any cancellation of your registration and all other liability is expressly excluded.
If a cancellation changes the entitlement to a multi-registration discount, the lowest value registration will be cancelled first. Substitutions with employees from your
organisation are welcome at any time but in all other respects delegate registrations are issued for your personal use only and cannot be shared with any person
during the Event. You may not purchase registrations as agent for any third party, sell or otherwise transfer your registration to others, or exploit the registration
commercially or non-commercially in any way.

Change to or Cancellation of the Event by Metis Conferences
Metis Conferences may (at its sole discretion) change the format (including, without limitation, from a physical in-person Event to a virtual Event and vice versa),
speakers, participants, content, venue location and programme or any other aspect of the Event at any time and for any reason, whether due to a Force Majeure
Event, in each case without liability. Metis Conferences may (at its sole discretion) change the date or cancel an Event at any time and for any reason. Where Metis
Conferences changes the date or cancels an Event (for any reason except a Force Majeure Event) Metis Conferences will transfer your registration to a rearranged
Event. If Metis Conferences does not rearrange the Event or you notify Metis Conferences in writing that you do not wish to attend the rearranged Event, then you
will (as your sole remedy) be entitled to receive either a credit-note or a refund in respect of your fees received by Metis Conferences.
Please refer to our website for our full Delegate Terms and Conditions:
metisconferences.com/terms-and-conditions

Please return to: communications@metisconferences.com
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